
Std. De�nition
4:3 Aspect Ratio
720 x 480

HD 1280 x 720

HD 1920 x 1080

UltraHD 3840 x 2160

Note: As image size increases with more pixels, the data size of the video �les increase as 
well as the rendering times when processing e�ects in your editing projects.

Note: As image size increases with more pixels, the data size of the video �les increase as 
well as the rendering times when processing e�ects in your editing projects.

There are two ways to record and display the digital video images:
Progressive- (all image lines at once) generally clearer images for motion shots 
(i.e. 720P)

Interlaced - (lines in alternating groups) better for transmission of video for broadcast 
(i.e. 1080i)

FOR YOUR PROJECTS, YOU WILL USE 720P, 30FPS (Frames per second)
 

High De�nition Overview

2K

4K

HD Frame Sizes in Pixels

HD footage is 16:9 aspect ratio (widescreen)

Progressive vs. Interlaced

An important part of  a successful project is having an understanding of all aspects of the
production (shooting) and post-production (editing) work�ow. How to go from the camera 
to the computer, and then outputting to the �nal braodcast format.
Our Work�ow: Shooting with the Panasonic HMC150 camera, ingesting with Prelude, edit-
ing with Premiere Pro CC and �nally outputting to Vimeo (using the H.264 Vimeo 720 29.97 
setting).



















Camera Exercises
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14. OVER THE SHOULDER of one subject “looking” at the other (we should see part of the head and 
shoulder of the first subject) 

 15. DUTCH angle (usually at level but skewed or diagonal framing) 
 

 
 
 16. LOW (usually below eye-level, looking up) 
 
MOVEMENT 
--Try not to cross the 180-degree line when shooting between two subjects. Use a cut-away shot to transition. 
 
Fixed camera (tripod or handheld): 

17. From a FS, ZOOM IN on one subject, as far as the lens will go, and then ZOOM OUT to initial position 
--Remember to PRE-FOCUS (zoom in, focus, then zoom out to start) on the target subject-- 
18. In MS or CU, RACK FOCUS by shifting focus from foreground to background subject, and vice versa 

 19. Start somewhere between your two subjects (not necessarily at mid-point), PAN (camera pivots from a 
stationary point) from one subject to the other – left to right, then R to L 

 20. From a MS, TILT (camera pivots from stationary point) up and down on one or both subjects 
 21. From OVERHEAD, SPIN the camera over both subjects 
 
Moving camera: 

22. Repeat shot #17 by manually TRACKING in to and out of the same subject 
23. Repeat shot #19 by manually TRACKING laterally from one subject to another – left to right, then R to L 
 
24. Repeat shot #17 and 19 by using a SLIDER (camera on track) for TRACKING in and out, left and right 
25. Repeat shot #17 and 19 by using a DOLLY (camera on wheels) for TRACKING in and out, left and right 
 
26. In a Wide shot, use a SLIDER to PEDESTAL up and down on the subjects 
27. Start from a MS from either the left or right of subject and use a DOLLY to shoot an ARC around (not 

necessarily full circle) the subjects 
28. From OVERHEAD, use a SLIDER to shoot an ARC over the subjects below (e.g. SLIDER is on a table 

and swivels out above subjects on the floor) 
 
  29. Shoot a DOLLY COUNTER ZOOM (dolly backward/ forward while zooming in/ out), and then reverse 
 30. Combine another two or more of the size, angles, movements you’ve tried above 
 


